Joint Policy Hearing on Worker Protection

Join us on TODAY at 11:00 a.m. for a Joint Senate & House Democratic Policy Committee hearing co-chaired by Senator Lindsey Williams, Rep. Elizabeth Fiedler, Rep. Patrick Harkins, and me.

The purpose of this hearing is to learn how we can best address worker protections as many individuals are risking exposure to COVID-19 by entering back into the workplace. RSVP here to join the Zoom chat.

Path to Zero Waste: A Recycling Panel with state Senator Katie Muth Hosted by PennEnvironment

Join PennEnvironment and State Senator Katie Muth on TOMORROW to learn about the crisis facing our recycling systems and the solutions that exist for moving us to a zero-waste society.

PennEnvironment will join recycling and waste management experts from the region in a panel discussion, moderated by Senator Muth. The panelists will discuss how we can respond - as governments and as individuals - to changes in the recycling landscape, and to the flood of single-use plastics we’re facing every day.

The panel discussion will take place virtually over Zoom. RSVP here.
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